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with clinical trials accounting for up to two-thirds of total R&D 
costs and only 12% of clinical studies ending successfully. Drug 
development programs can falter for a host of reasons, ranging 
from flawed study design, failure to recruit enough patients, high 
participant drop out, or patient non-adherence. 

The Clinical Trials program at AWS is geared towards facilitating 
wider adoption of cloud native services to facilitate data ingestion 
from disparate sources, incorporate ML and analytics, develop and 
deploy mobile technologies and apps for patient engagement, with 
the end-to-end security and global scalability needed to conduct 
clinical trials more efficiently.

Below are common architectural patterns that AWS customers are 
using to incorporate mobile technologies and wearables, develop 
chatbots and intelligent contact centers, and incorporate analytics 
and ML for trial optimization.

The AWS cloud offers HIPAA-eligible capabilities that can help life science 
organizations accelerate trial timelines, optimize processes, and reduce overall 
trial costs by:

Predicting lack of 
adherence

Detecting adverse 
events

Facilitating global 
data management

Utilizing remote 
or in-patient site 

monitoring

Finding and 
recruiting patients 

using smart 
analytics

Improving clinical trials using 
AWS Services

$2 billion
Current costs to bring a new drug 
to market are estimated to exceed 

https://aws.amazon.com/health/biotech-pharma/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/hipaa-eligible-services-reference/
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Mobile Device & Wearable Data Capture
AWS reference architecture
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 A patient logs into a mobile device and enters data 
on a regular basis or data is collected passively 
through wearables, sensors, activity trackers, and 
other smart devices 

 The device(s) stream the data to AWS IoT Core, 
which writes the data to Amazon Kinesis Data 
Firehose in real-time

 Kinesis Data Firehose writes the data to an  
Amazon S3 bucket

 Data collected in the S3 bucket is processed using 
AWS Glue, a managed extract, transform, and 
load (ETL) service, to integrate with other data 
sources and provide a consolidated view of study 
participants

The integrated dataset is stored in an S3 bucket

 The integrated dataset is used by trained machine 
learning models to derive inference (e.g. detect  
non-adherence)

 If the inference results require a notification to the 
patient, the notification is sent using Amazon SNS 
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A key part of the above architecture is the provisioning of medical devices on AWS IoT. AWS IoT Core offers a feature 
called Fleet Provisioning, which is designed to help customers easily onboard large numbers of manufactured devices, 
from consumer devices to industrial equipment. We have a reference implementation of Fleet Provisioning available on 
GitHub, which can be used as a baseline to build the above proposed solution. Refer to the aws-iot-fleet-provisioning 
GitHub repo for a more hands-on experience of provisioning devices and capturing device data using AWS IoT Core.
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https://aws.amazon.com/health/biotech-pharma/
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Voice Assistant and Chatbot Interactions
AWS reference architecture
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The above architecture demonstrates patient interaction via two different channels, namely an Amazon Alexa enabled 
voice assistant (e.g. Amazon Echo) and a chatbot powered by Amazon Lex.
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 The patient starts an interaction with an Alexa 
enabled device

 Data is streamed to Alexa Voice Service, which 
makes use of Alexa Skills Kit to handle a range 
of patient requests. This includes, for example, 
a request educational content about the trial, 
participate in a survey, or schedule an appointment

 Alexa Skills Kit SDK triggers the relevant AWS 
Lambda function depending on the patient request

 If the interaction involves patient request content 
concerning the study or questions frequently raised 
by patients, the request is redirected to Amazon 
Kendra, an intelligent search service, which retrieves 
the relevant information from an S3 bucket

 If the interaction involved submission of new data 
from the patient, the data is stored in a database 
(e.g. Amazon DynamoDB)

 If the interaction involves integration with a third-
party system such as a Clinical Trial Management 
System (CTMS), a Lambda function is used to 
integrate with such systems

 Newly arriving data stored in the database is 
processed using AWS Glue, and integrate with other 
data sources (if deemed appropriate)
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The patient interaction with Amazon Alexa involves the following steps:

3b

The patient interaction with a chatbot would involve the following steps:

 Patient logs into a mobile or web application by submitting their security credentials

 Patient’s security credentials are verified using Amazon Cognito

 Patient starts interacting with the chatbot powered by Amazon Lex and makes a request. The requests made by the 
patient will be similar to the ones they can raise through the voice assistant leading to steps 4 – 7 as described above

https://aws.amazon.com/health/biotech-pharma/
http://developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa/alexa-voice-service
https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/ask-overviews/build-skills-with-the-alexa-skills-kit.html
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/kendra/
https://aws.amazon.com/kendra/
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
https://aws.amazon.com/glue/
https://aws.amazon.com/cognito/
https://aws.amazon.com/lex/
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Intelligent Contact Centers
AWS reference architecture

 When a patient calls into the Amazon Connect call 
center, their call progresses through a contact flow 
and customer audio is streamed in real time through 
Amazon Kinesis Video Streams

 An AWS Lambda function consumes the audio 
stream and uses the Amazon Transcribe service to 
convert the audio into text

 Once the AWS Lambda function receives the results 
from Amazon Transcribe, it stores the text data in 
Amazon DynamoDB

 The solution also leverages Amazon Translate 
and Amazon Comprehend to get translated (if 
applicable) and annotated text data

 The annotated and translated text is integrated with 
other data sources using AWS Glue

 The integrated dataset is stored in a central S3 
bucket. Investigators and data scientists can mine 
the contact trace records for additional insights to 
improve the overall patient experience and draw 
additional insights such as patient sentiment at a 
certain stage of the trial
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Our documentation on AI Powered Speech Analytics for Amazon Connect provides a reference implementation for the 
above solution.
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https://aws.amazon.com/health/biotech-pharma/
https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/implementations/ai-powered-speech-analytics-for-amazon-connect/
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Data Integration, Analytics, and Machine Learning
AWS reference architecture

 Trial investigators access the data for analysis  
and reporting using Amazon QuickSight and 
Amazon Athena

 Amazon Athena presents the data stored in S3 
bucket(s) in the form of tables and views based on 
table definitions defined in AWS Glue Data Catalog

 Glue Data Catalog is periodically refreshed using a 
Glue Crawler

 Results for queries executed by users of Amazon 
QuickSight and Amazon Athena is retrieved from 
the S3 bucket

 Data Scientists use Amazon SageMaker Notebook 
instances or SageMaker Studio to develop, train and 
deploy their models

 Data is retrieved from the central S3 bucket during 
model training and evaluation

 Developed and trained models are deployed as 
endpoints in SageMaker

 SageMaker endpoints are used by Lambda 
functions and other APIs to trigger notifications to 
patients, research team and other stakeholders via 
Amazon SNS and AWS IoT
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https://aws.amazon.com/health/biotech-pharma/
https://aws.amazon.com/quicksight/
https://aws.amazon.com/athena/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/glue/latest/dg/components-overview.html#data-catalog-intro
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/glue/latest/dg/add-crawler.html
https://aws.amazon.com/iot/
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Key AWS Partners
Patient Centric Trial Recruitment/Cohort Optimization
• Helps researchers prescreen and validate matching patients

for clinical trials, minimizing the current risks associated with
enrollment. Deep 6 AI helps sponsors identify cohorts and to select
the best sites for their trials.

• Uses AI and NLP to automatically analyze structured and
unstructured data, found in items such as free-text notes, lab and
pathology reports within minutes by integrating with an EMRs to
turn scattered information into concise and actionable information.

Virtual Trials & Remote Monitoring 

• Fully configurable mobile application providing support for
decentralized clinical trials through remote patient monitoring,
motivation/ engagement, adherence and success.

• Built-in eConsent, device integration and remote study
management. Huma’s web-based dashboard allows for insight and
intervention into patient generated data from the Huma app.

• Portfolio of integrated digital biomarkers providing more objective,
continuous measures of disease signs and symptoms and
patient behaviours.

Direct to Patients Clinical Supplies 

• Prancer RTSM™: Randomization and trial supply management 
solution that brings speed and flexibility to clinical trials. Enables all 
Direct-to-Patient models which can be turned on and off as 
needed while the study is running.

• 4C Supply™: Clinical supply optimization solution to rapidly
build, run and verify supply chain models without the error prone 
processes of Excel or the need for external SMEs. Support all 
models of Direct-to-Patient including Depot-to-Patient and Site-to-
Patient.

IoT Integration
• Philips HealthSuite Digital Platform (HSDP) gives Philips and its

partners the Cloud expertise and capabilities to connect devices,
collect electronic health data, aggregate and store data securely,
analyze data, and create solutions in the AWS Cloud.

• HSDP has the scalability and flexibility to connect consumer grade
devices/sensors as well as professional hospital equipment and
devices for acute ambulatory care, while complying with privacy
and security regulations, such as HIPAA and GDPR.
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